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Abstract

Many households have only one major asset, a house, which is usually financed through a mortgage

contract. One of the most important financial decisions a household has to make is therefore the

choice of mortgage type. These can be broadly described as falling into one of two categories: the

fixed rate mortgage (FRM) and the adjustable rate mortgage (ARM). We use data from Flanders

(Belgium) to study the choice between FRMs and ARMs. Belgium is of special interest as the

structure of the Belgian mortgage market varied significantly during the last decade. From 2003 to

2012, the Belgian share of mortgages with an initial rate fixation period up to one year fell from 62%

in 2004 to 8% in 2006, recovered to 58% in 2010, and fell again to 5% in 2012. This is a remarkably

large variation in comparison to other countries. The results indicate that the FRM-ARM interest

rate spread explains almost all the variation of the ARM share from 2003:01 to 2012:12. However,

households do not distinguish between changes in the premium that lenders demand for holding the

riskier long-term FRM or expected changes in the ARM rate. Mortgage choices can thus be described

as short-sighted decisions, based on initial mortgage payments. We furthermore find evidence that

high and low income households in Flanders choose an ARM for different reasons. Whereas the high

income segment chooses an ARM if they can afford changes in interest payments, the low income

households prefer an ARM if they are financially constrained.
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Samenvatting
Voor veel huishoudens is de voornaamste financiële bezitting hun woning, die meestal gefinancierd wordt

door middel van een hypotheeklening. Eén van de belangrijkste financiële beslissingen dat een huishouden

moet maken is dan ook de keuze van hypothecaire lening. De meeste gezinnen maken deze complexe

beslissing slechts enkele keren in hun leven. De ontlener is dus mogelijk niet volledig geïnformeerd,

wat tot suboptimale keuzes kan leiden. De voornaamste beslissing is de keuze tussen een vaste en een

variabele intrestvoet. Een lening met variabele intrestvoet stelt het huishouden bloot aan veranderingen

in de korte termijn intrestvoet. Dit heeft belangrijke gevolgen voor de overdracht van monetaire schokken

in de reële economie door middel van hypotheekbetalingen.

Desondanks de significante rol van de hypothecaire keuzes in de transmissie van het monetair beleid in

de economie, bestaan er toch grote verschillen in de populariteit van hypotheken met vaste of variable

intrestvoeten tussen de verschillende landen in de Eurozone. Hypotheken met vaste rentevoeten zijn

traditioneel populair in Frankrijk, Duitsland en Denemarken. Variabele intrestvoeten zijn daarentegen

populair in Italië, Spanje, Ierland, Portugal en Zweden. Hoewel de variatie overheen de tijd in hypotheek-

structuur beperkt is in deze landen, varieert het aandeel van variabele hypotheekvormen in België enorm.

Van 2003 tot 2012 daalde het aandeel hypotheekleningen met een variabele intrestvoet van 62% in 2004

tot 8% in 2006, steeg tot 58% in 2010 en daalde opnieuw tot 5% in 2012. Een opmerkelijke variatie in

vergelijking met andere landen.

Om een verklaring te vinden voor deze variatie in de hypotheekstructuur overheen de tijd onderzoeken we

in een theoretisch model de mogelijke determinanten van de optimale hypotheekkeuze. Dit theoretisch

model is gebaseerd op de meest recente internationale literatuur, maar wordt specifiek toegepast op de

Belgische markt met aangepaste parameters.

De resultaten geven aan dat de belangrijkste determinant voor variatie in het aandeel hypotheken met

variabele intrestvoeten, variatie van de risicopremie zou moeten zijn. Deze risicopremie is de extra

intrest die een risico-averse lener vraagt voor het uitlenen op lange termijn. Na het uitbreken van de

recente financiële crisis is deze risicopremie gestegen zodat het voor huishoudens duurder is om voor een

hypotheek met vaste rentevoet te kiezen. Verder is het voor huishoudens met een hoger inkomen of hoger

verwachte inkomensgroei optimaal om een hypotheek met variabele intrestvoeten te kiezen. Huishoudens

met een onzekere inkomensevolutie, hogere ontleningsbedragen of hogere risico-aversie kiezen echter beter

voor een hypotheek met vaste rentevoeten.

Het empirisch onderzoek toont echter aan dat de enorme variatie van 2003 tot 2012 slechts beperkt verk-

laard kan worden door veranderingen in de risicopremie. De enorme variatie overheen de tijd wordt daar-

entegen enkel veroorzaakt door veranderingen in het verschil tussen de vaste intrestvoet en de variabele

intrestvoet. We concluderen dat huishoudens een kortzichtige keuze maken: ze houden enkel rekening

met de initiële afbetalingslast, maar op geen enkele manier met verwachte toekomstige veranderingen in

de korte termijn intrestvoet.

Vervolgens gebruiken we micro-data van de Vlaamse Woonsurvey (2005) om variatie tussen verschillende

huishoudens te onderzoeken. Opmerkelijk genoeg, vinden we evidentie dat huishoudens met hoge en lage

inkomens de hypotheek met variabele intrestvoet om verschillende redenen kiezen. Ontleners met een

boven-gemiddeld inkomen kiezen voor een variabele rente indien ze een hogere opleiding hebben gehad of

over een relatief hoger inkomen beschikken. Ontleners met een lager dan gemiddeld inkomen nemen een

hypotheek met variabele intrest indien ze financiële beperkingen hebben waardoor ze moeten lenen met

een hogere quotiteit (het leenbedrag ten opzichte van de waarde van het huis). Deze financiële beperking
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zorgt er voor dat ze lenen met een langere looptijd, zodat de risicopremie van de vaste rentevoet voor

hen te duur wordt en ze worden blootgesteld aan mogelijke intrestschokken over de gehele looptijd. Deze

bevindingen sluiten niet aan bij de verwachtingen van het theoretische model en duiden op suboptimale

hypotheekkeuzes bij een groep van relatief lagere inkomens.
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Résumé
Pour de nombreux ménages, la maison est le bien financier principal, financée pour la plupart par un

prêt hypothécaire. Par conséquence, le choix d’un prêt hypothécaire est une des décisions financières la

plus importante qu’une famille faut prendre. Un choix, qui en plus n’est pris que quelques fois pour la

plupart des familles. Donc, il est possible que l’emprunteur est mal informé, ce qui peut conduire à des

choix sous-optimaux. L’une des décisions principales est le choix d’emprunter à taux fixe ou variable.

Dans le cas d’un prêt à taux variable, le taux est adapté en fonction de l’évolution des taux d’intérêt

du marché, ce qui a des implications importantes pour la transmission de la politique monétaire dans

l’économie.

Malgré le rôle important des choix hypothécaires dans la transmission de la politique monétaire dans

l’économie, il existe de grandes différences entre les différents pays de la zone euro. Le prêt hypothécaire à

taux d’intérêt fixe est traditionnellement populaire en France, en Allemagne et au Danemark. De l’autre

côté, en Italie, en Espagne, en Irlande, au Portugal et en Suède, les taux d’intérêt variables sont plus

populaires. Contrairement à ces pays, où la structure des prêts hypothécaires est plus ou moins stabile, la

proportion des hypothèques à taux variable varie considérablement en Belgique. La proportion des prêts

hypothécaire à taux variable a fortement diminuée de 62% en 2004 jusqu’à 8% en 2006, a augmentée à

la proportion de 58% en 2010 et a diminuée à nouveau en 2012 jusqu’à 5%. Une variation remarquable

comparée à celle d’autres pays.

Pour expliquer cette variation au cours du temps, nous examinons le choix de prêt hypothécaire optimal

dans un modèle théorique. Ce modèle théorique est basé sur la littérature internationale la plus récente,

mais on l’applique spécifiquement au marché belge. Les résultats indiquent que la variation de la prime

de risque doit être le principal facteur de variation de la proportion des prêts hypothécaires à taux

d’intérêt variable. Cette prime de risque est l’intérêt supplémentaire que les investisseurs demandent

pour le risque supplémentaire du prêt à long terme. La crise financière mondiale a augmentée la prime

de risque, de sorte que le prêt hypothécaire à taux fixe était plus cher. En outre, le crédit à taux variable

est plus intéressant pour les ménages à revenu plus élevés, ou la croissance attendue des revenus plus

élevés. Des emprunteurs avec l’évolution des revenus incertaine, un prêt pour un montant plus élevé, ou

l’aversion au risque élevée choisissent mieux pour un prêt hypothécaire à taux d’intérêt fixe.

Cependant, notre recherche empirique montre que la prime de risque ne peut pas expliquer la variation

de la proportion des prêt hypothécaires à taux d’intérêt variable. L’explication pour la variation au

cours du temps est que les emprunteurs font un choix imprévoyant. Ils ne tiennent pas compte avec les

changements attendus des taux d’intérêt, mais ils ne comparent que les remboursements hypothécaires

initiaux basées sur la différence entre le taux d’intérêt fixe et variable.

Alors, nous utilisons des microdonnées de l’Enquête Flamand du Logement (2005) pour examiner la

variation entre les différents emprunteurs. Il est remarquable que les résultats indiquent que les familles

à revenu faible et supérieur choisissent le prêt hypothécaire à taux d’intérêt variable pour des raisons

différentes. Les emprunteurs ayant des revenus supérieurs à la moyenne choisissent un taux variable

s’ils ont eu un enseignement supérieur ou s’ ils ont un revenu relativement élevé. Les emprunteurs

ayant des revenus inférieur au moyen choisissent un taux variable s’ils ont des contraintes financières

ce qu’ils doivent emprunter plus par rapport à la valeur de la maison. Ils prêtent à une période plus

longue, de sorte que la prime de risque est trop cher et ils choisissent pour un prêt hypothécaire à taux

d’intérêt variable. Ils sont donc exposés aux chocs monétaires pour toute la durée. Les résultats sont en

contradiction avec les attentes du modèle théorique et ils indiquent les choix hypothécaires sous-optimaux

dans un groupe de familles dont le revenu est relativement faible.
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1 Introduction

Many households have only one major asset, a house, which is usually financed through a mortgage

contract. One of the most important financial decisions a household has to make is therefore the choice

of mortgage contract. Most consumers make this complex choice only a few times in their lives. Borrowers

are thus likely to be ill-informed, which can lead to an ineffi cient equilibrium if they make suboptimal

decisions (Woodward and Hall, 2012). The major decision borrowers have to make is the choice between

the fixed rate mortgage (FRM) and the adjustable rate mortgage (ARM). The former has known nominal

payments over the whole mortgage term, whereas the latter exposes the borrower to interest-rate risk.

The resulting aggregate interest risk from individual mortgage choices has important policy implications

for the transmission of monetary shocks through the effect of mortgage payments on household budgets.

Miles (2004), Maclennan et al. (1998) and others have argued that a larger share of adjustable rate

mortgages causes a higher exposure to changes in the interest rate. The International Monetary Fund

(2004) pointed out that countries with high ARM shares typically have more volatile housing markets.

Rubio (2011) developed a New Keynesian dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model and showed that

for given monetary policy, a higher proportion of fixed rate mortgages is welfare enhancing. The dominant

share of adjustable rate mortgages in the UK renders their economy susceptible to different shocks than

other European countries (HM Treasury, 2003a). The resulting asymmetric effect of monetary policy

was mentioned as an important reason by the United Kingdom’s economics and finance ministry (HM

Treasury, 2003a, 2003b) for opting out in the third stage of the Economic Monetary Union to introduce

the euro.

Figure 1: Share of adjustable rate mortgages
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(b) Initial fixed rate period <= 10 years
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Note: Figure 1a shows the share of mortgages with an initial fixed rate period smaller than or equal to 1 year
from 2003:1 to 2012:12 in Belgium, Germany, Italy, Spain and France. Figure 1b shows the share of mortgages
with an initial fixed rate period smaller than or equal to 10 years. As the available statistics do not allow us to
compute the statistic for France, this country is excluded from Figure 1b. Source: ECB (own calculations).

Notwithstanding the different ways shocks are propagated, there still remains large cross-country het-

erogeneity in mortgage structure within the Eurozone as shown in Figure 1. FRMs are traditionally

predominant in France and Germany1 , whereas Italy and Spain2 are often highlighteded as countries

with adjustable rate mortgage debt. According to the European Mortgage Federation (2006, 2012) and

the IMF (2004) country-specific institutional features play an important role in the historical structure

of the mortgage market in a particular country. The country-specific characteristics include cultural

characteristics such as the borrowers’ risk aversion or the funding sources of lenders. Countries with

1and Denmark (not shown in Figure 1)
2and Ireland, Portugal and Sweden (not shown in Figure 1)
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well-developed covered bond markets or mortgage-backed securities markets tend to have a higher share

of FRMs (e.g. Denmark, Germany and the United States of America). ARMs traditionally make up a

higher proportion of the mortgage market in countries where funding is based on short-term deposits

(e.g. United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal). The proportion of a mortgage type thus varies around a level

that is dependent upon the country-specific institutional features. Whereas the variation around the

country-specific level is small in most countries (see Figure 1), the structure of the Belgian mortgage

market varied significantly during the last decade. From 2003 to 2012, the Belgian share of mortgages

with an initial rate fixation period of up to one year fell from 62% in 2004 to 8% in 2006, recovered

temporarily to 58% in 2010, and fell again to 5% in 2012, a remarkably large variation in comparison to

other countries. In this paper we seek to understand this variation in the mortgage structure.

The choice between fixed and adjustable mortgages has been extensively studied in the United States

(e.g. Dhillon, Shilling and Sirmans, 1987; Brueckner and Follain, 1988; Coulibaly and Li, 2009) and the

United Kingdom (Leece, 2000; Bacon and Moffatt, 2012). Within the Eurozone, the FRM-ARM choice

has been examined by Paiella and Pozzolo (2007) in Italy, a country with a relatively low developed

mortgage market in comparison to the rest of Europe. To the best of our knowledge, no other study has

empirically examined the choice between adjustable and fixed rate mortgages within the Eurozone. Most

studies lack, however, one integrated theoretical framework and use different control variables, so that

comparison of the results becomes diffi cult. We therefore study the theoretical expectations of optimal

mortgage choice and examine the rise and fall of the ARM share in Belgium: one of the core Eurozone

countries with a remarkably large variation in mortgage structure over time.

Belgium is of special interest to study mortgage choice as it is the only Member State of the European

Union that implemented a ceiling on the variability of the mortgage rate (iff/ZEW, 2010). As required

by law, it is now standard practice for adjustable rate mortgages to have a lifetime cap of 3% according

to the Financial Stability Review of the National Bank of Belgium (2012). While borrowers are protected

from large shifts in interest rates, an increase in the interest rate of 3% might still have a significant

effect on households’finances. A survey in the United Kingdom that asked a large sample of households

how they would cope with a rise of interest rates of 2.5%, found that less than half of the borrowers said

they would be able to cope with all of their borrowing commitments without any diffi culty (FSA, 2004

as cited in Miles, 2004). Borrowers should thus attach importance to interest rate expectations. Another

characteristic of Belgian mortgages is the portability to a new residence if the homeowner chooses to

move. American mortgages have different characteristics: interest increases above interest rate caps can

be carried over to future periods3 and the homeowner has to repay their fixed rate mortgage and take

out an entire new mortgage when they decide to move.

In the next section we give an overview of the related literature. As optimal mortgage choices could differ

from the USA, we simulate a model of optimal mortgage choice in section 3 using plausible parameters

for Flanders. We furthermore analyze how exogenous changes in these parameters affect the optimal

mortgage choice. Once the theoretical predicted effects are known, we examine whether or not households

in Belgium and Flanders behave according to theory in section 5. The results indicate that households

could be making mortgage choices that are far from optimal.

3See the Consumer Handbook on Adjustable-Rate Mortgages (2007), published by the Federal Reserve Board.
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2 Overview of the literature

Dhillon, Shilling and Sirmans (1987) empirically examine the choice between fixed and adjustable rate

mortgages in the USA. Data was limited to a local offi ce from a mortgage provider in a limited time

period (1983 - early 1984). The authors found that pricing variables played a significant role in the

decision of which mortgage to choose. Borrower characteristics played a limited role for the mortgage

choice. Households with co-borrowers, married couples and short expected housing tenures are ceteris

paribus more likely to choose ARMs. The insignificant relationship between the mortgage payment ratios

and the probability of choosing an ARM indicates that households look beyond the initial payments,

according to the authors. The empirical findings indicate that a ceteris paribus increase in net worth

increases the likelihood of taking out an ARM, suggesting that wealthy households are able to handle

the uncertainty connected to ARMs.

Brueckner and Follain (1988) estimate an empirical model using 1985 data from a national database

in the USA with 475 observations. The most important determinants of mortgage choice were pricing

variables. The spread between the FRM and ARM rates and the level of the FRM rate played a key

role in mortgage choices. According to the estimation results for borrower characteristics, ARMs are

more preferred by high income households or by those who are likely to move. Brueckner and Follain use

family size as a proxy for risk aversion and the number of years at the current address as a proxy for

future mobility, which may be poor indicators.

Leece (2000) presents an econometric analysis on the choice of mortgage instrument using data from the

British Household Panel Survey from 1991 to 1994. The study contributes to the literature as it is the

first to use data outside the USA. A drawback of the data is that choice of the mortgage instrument

is not observed and has to be derived using an algorithm. A methodology involving the estimation of

the probability of misclassification is therefore used. The econometric results suggest a negative age

effect, a positive time trend and a negative effect of the difference between the ARM rate and short run

government bond on the probability of choosing a FRM. Income, further education, self-employment (as

a measure of risk) and the FRM-ARM spread were not found to have a significant effect. Expectations

to move were not considered. Leece concludes that mortgage choices of individuals are a gamble against

anticipated changes in variable mortgage rates.

Campbell and Cocco (2003) provide a theoretical framework for analysing the characteristics of house-

holds that prefer one mortgage form over another. The authors argue that the choice involves a basic

trade-off between two types of risk: wealth risk and income risk. The FRM is subject to the former as

its real capital value is dependent upon unknown future inflation. The prepayment option protects the

borrower against the risk of a decreasing nominal interest rate, but this option does not come for free.

The wealth risk is not present in the ARM. The risk of an ARM is the variability in necessary mortgage

payments due to the variability in interest rates. Variability in mortgage payments can result in unpleas-

ant consumption variability as most households are risk-averse and hence want a smooth consumption

pattern. Campbell and Cocco (p. 1449) write:

“(...) an ARM is generally attractive, but less so for a risk-averse household with a large

mortgage, risky income, high default cost, or low moving probability.”

Campbell and Cocco report a strong negative correlation between long-term interest rates and the FRM

share over time. American households thus believe long-term interest rates to be mean reverting against

the expectations theory of the term structure, which implies almost unpredictable long-term rates.
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The study of Coulibaly and Li (2009) overcomes some of the data limitations in previous empirical

studies. The authors use the Survey of Consumer Finances, which contains information on mortgages,

household finances, demographics, attitudes toward risk and moving expectations for a large sample of

US mortgages. The results indicate that more financially constrained households are more likely to choose

adjustable rate mortgages. Using the same Survey of Consumer Finances, Johnson and Li (2011) find

that ARM borrowers demonstrate certain characteristics that suggest they are borrowing-constrained.

Due to data limitations, the authors do not attempt to identify a causal relationship between choosing

an ARM and being borrowing-constrained. Johnson and Li argue that further work should address this

causality issue, as empirical evidence on whether ARM borrowers are borrowing-constrained is thin and

inconclusive.

Koijen, Van Hemert and Van Nieuwerburgh (2009) study the link between the term structure and

mortgage choice. A major contribution to the literature is that the bond term premium is the key

theoretical determinant of rational mortgage choice. This risk premium reflects the extra yield lenders

demand for holding the riskier long term bonds. The authors show that the FRM rate or the FRM-ARM

spread are poor proxies for the premium, as they introduce an errors-in-variables problem. This problem

is the reason that the government bond spread explains almost no variation in the ARM share, whereas

the risk premium explains 35% of the variation. Koijen et al. argue that American households could be

making close-to-optimal mortgage decisions.

3 Theoretical predictions

We analyze optimal mortgage choice in a similar framework as Campbell and Cocco (2003). The borrower

is assumed to choose the mortgage i ∈ {ARM,FRM} that gives him the highest expected lifetime utility
of real consumption. The household’s objective function is thus:

max
i∈{ARM,FRM}

E0

T∑
t=1

δt
(
Cit
)1−γ

1− γ (1)

Cit = Lt −
MP it
Pt

Where δ is the household’s discount factor, γ is the coeffi cient of relative risk aversion. Real consumption

at time t (Cit) is constructed by subtracting the real mortgage payments of contract i (
MP it
Pt
) from

the households’ real disposable income (Lt). The price index (Pt) is constructed from inflation with

P0 = 1. We assume that there is no savings market such that the household consumes what is left from

income after mortgage payments. Borrowers are risk-averse in the model such that they prefer a smooth

consumption path. We assume that the borrower can refinance the FRM mortgage at a fixed cost of 4000

euro which is added to the outstanding loan balance4 . The borrower evaluates every period whether or

not a refinance gives lower mortgage payments. The assumptions for the inflation, interest and labor

income processes are described in detail in Appendix 1. The lender prices the FRM rate with maturity n

(Y FRMt (n))5 such that it equals the expected average of future one-period ARM rates (Y ARMt (1)) plus

a premium (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) over the ARM:

Y FRMt (n) =
1

n

n−1∑
i=0

Et
[
Y ARMt+i (1)

]
+ ΦFRM−ARMt (n)

4ECB (2009) indicates that charges when taking out a loan for house purchase in Belgium equal 3.5% of the loan amount
in 2007. For a loan amount of 115000 this is approximately equal to 4000 EUR.

5The maturity n is set to 20 years.
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The premium is thus a cost over the whole mortgage term for FRM borrowers. It can be written as the

sum of the term premium (Φt(n)) and an additional component (et). The former is the excess yield that

investors demand for holding the long term bond. The latter is an additional premium the lender might

demand over the term premium depending on their willingness to accept long term debt.

ΦFRM−ARMt (n) = Φt(n) + et

In an environment with an upward sloping yield curve, the ARM could be an attractive contract for

households that can expect their income to increase in future years. Due to the expected increase in

short term interest rates, the borrower is able to smooth consumption as they will make larger mortgage

payments when their real income has grown. Another advantage of the ARM is that the borrower does

not have to pay the risk premium that lenders demand for holding the longer-term bond. However,

volatility in real interest rates can make the ARM less attractive due to a higher variability in real

mortgage payments. The main risk of the FRM is inflation risk. Although borrowers do know their

future nominal mortgage payments, the real cost of these mortgage payments is influenced by uncertain

inflation, and the borrower has to pay a cost if they wish to refinance at a lower interest rate.

As the Belgian market is likely to be different to the USA, we estimate all parameters using Belgian

data. The model is then able to simulate a whole range of paths for inflation and real interest rates.

We drop all paths with nominal interest rates that are lower than 0% or higher than 17.5% (the highest

short term interest rate since the 1960s). For each of these 749 paths we simulate 50 different realizations

in labor income shocks, which yields a total of 37,450 different paths. In the baseline case we assume

a risk premium of 1%, disposable household income of 30,000 EUR, an expected growth rate of real

disposable income of 1.5% which has a standard deviation of 2%, a loan amount of 115,000 EUR and

coeffi cient of relative risk aversion of 3. Other parameters are described in Appendix 1. In the baseline

case, the household who takes out an FRM makes initial mortgage payments of, on average, 36% of

income in year 1. We calculate the difference between the realized lifetime utility of the ARM and the

FRM in each path. We then model 6 exogenous changes in household or mortgage characteristics to

study how these affect the FRM-ARM difference in realized lifetime utility using the same 37,450 paths.

The change in the FRM-ARM difference in realized lifetime utility then indicates how the parameters

affect optimal mortgage choice. Table 1 shows how an exogenous change in parameter values affects the

relative attractiveness of an ARM relative to the FRM. In the baseline case, the ARM is slightly preferred

above the FRM: it has a slightly higher expected lifetime utility and dominates the FRM contract in

58% of the realized paths.

When we change the risk premium from 1% to 2% while keeping the other parameters constant, the

FRM contract becomes more expensive. The increase in the FRM rate decreases the expected lifetime

utility of the FRM contract such that the ARM becomes more attractive. A regression of the difference

in realized lifetime utility between the ARM and FRM on the FRM-ARM spread yields a positive sign for

the coeffi cient of the spread. A higher FRM-ARM spread thus increases the expected realized lifetime

utility of the ARM relative to the FRM. As the higher spread is driven by higher expected inflation

in the future, the expected short term interest rate increases. The expectation increases the current

long term interest rate which induces high real mortgage payments in the initial period. The ARM’s

smooth path of expected real mortgage payments increases its relative attractiveness. Including both

the risk premium and the FRM-ARM spread in the regression of the difference in realized lifetime utility

indicates that the borrower should be much more responsive to the risk premium than the spread. This

is not surprising given that the risk premium is a cost over the whole mortgage term, whereas expected

interest increases are only a cost in future years. The coeffi cient of the risk premium is almost 5 times
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higher in comparison to the coeffi cient of the spread. A rational mortgage borrower will thus be more

responsive to changes in the risk premium than changes in the spread.

Table 1: Effect of changes in variables on expected lifetime utility

Description Variables Baseline New value P (ARM_choice)

Risk premium Φt(n) 1% 2% +
FRM-ARM spread Y FRM0 (n)−Y ARM0 (1) NA NA +
Real disposable income (RDI) L0 30,000 20,000 -
Growth rate of RDI gL 1.5% 3% +
Standard deviation of RDI σL 2% 4% -
Loan amount HP 0 115,000 150,000 -
Coeffi cient of RRA γ 3 5 -

Note: The table shows how exogenous changes in the risk premium, real disposable income (RDI), the growth rate
of RDI, standard deviation of RDI, loan amount or the coeffi cient of relative risk aversion affect the attractiveness
of the ARM relative to the FRM contract. We first simulate 749 interest rate paths. For each of these paths we
simulate 50 different realizations in labor income paths, which yields a total of 37,450 paths. We then calculate
the difference in realized lifetime utility for every path. We simulate the model for all different cases and calculate
the difference in realized lifetime utility between the FRM and ARM for each of these cases. The sign in the last
column then indicates how each change in parameter value affect the attractiveness of the ARM relative to the
FRM.

When initial disposable income decreases from 30,000 EUR to 20,000 EUR, the household’s initial mort-

gage payments increase on average from 36% to 53% of yearly income. As the borrower has a lower

real consumption and decreasing marginal utility in real consumption, their lifetime utility will be more

sensitive to changes in real consumption. The household’s lifetime utility is therefore more sensitive to

real interest rate risk. The increase in risk is so severe that the FRM contract has a higher expected

lifetime utility for the borrower. As a risk-averse household prefers smooth consumption, a borrower with

a higher expected growth rate of real disposable income will prefer to make larger mortgage payments

in future years, when income has increased. In an environment with an upward sloping yield curve this

is the ARM. In addition, the borrower’s lifetime utility is less sensitive to changes in future real mort-

gage payments when income has grown faster. A higher growth rate of real disposable income therefore

increases the probability of choosing an ARM.

If the standard deviation of the real disposable income shock increases, the uncertainty and the variability

of the real consumption path increases. The simulations indicate that the ARM becomes less attractive

relative to the FRM. Introducing a positive correlation between the real disposable income shock and

the interest rate could make the ARM more attractive for borrowers with high income risk. However,

Belgium is characterized by strong real wage rigidity (Du Caju, Fuss and Wintr, 2007) and the share of

companies that use variable pay was rather small during the period in which we study cross sectional

variation in mortgage choices (2001-2005). According to the TOA-survey (Technology, Organization and

Labor) only 24.6% of Flemish companies with at least 10 employees used variable pay in 2004 (Bamps,

Hellings and Roelandt, 2008). Since 2008, there has, however, been an increase in the popularity of non-

recurring performance related bonuses, which are mainly concentrated toward high-income employees

(Meessen, 2011).

A higher loan amount increases the necessary mortgage payments and makes the household more sensitive

to changes in real capital payments. The results indicate that borrowers with higher loan amounts are

negatively affected by the variability in real capital payments of the ARM such that the probability of

choosing an FRM increases.

Borrowers with a higher coeffi cient of relative risk aversion prefer smoother real consumption patterns.
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The simulations for the case where γ equals 5 indicate that these borrowers are more likely to prefer the

FRM contract in the 37,450 simulated paths.

4 Data

The previous section provided some theoretical expectations of optimal mortgage choice. We now want

to examine whether or not these determinants can explain the enormous variability in the ARM share

during the last decade, and examine whether or not households make rational mortgage choices. We

are thus interested in the variation in mortgage choice over time and cross-sectional variation between

households. To examine the rise and fall of the ARM share in Belgium we use data from the Professional

Association of Credit Providers (Beroepsvereniging van het krediet - BVK). The series provides business

volumes of new mortgages for different initial fixed-rate periods. We classify a mortgage as an adjustable

rate mortgage if the initial period of rate fixation is smaller than 10 years. As most mortgages in Belgium

have fixed rates over the whole mortgage term or for one year only, this ARM share is highly correlated

(95%) with a series constructed from ARMs with an initial fixed rate period smaller than 1 year (which

is the legal minimum in Belgium). Mortgage interest rates were taken from the Monetary Financial

Institutions Interest Rates (MIR) survey. The main purpose of the MIR survey is to obtain harmonized

European aggregates of rates intended for households and non-financial firms. The statistics include the

mortgage interest rates for loans that cover house purchases from 2003:01 to 2012:12 for different periods

of initial rate fixation6 .

Belgian 10-year and 1-year government bond yields are taken from the OECD main economic indicators

database. The government bond spread is calculated as the difference between these two series. The

OECD database also provides inflation rates for Belgium. Data is available at monthly intervals spanning

1960:01 to 2012:12.

To examine which borrower characteristics lead the household to prefer one mortgage type over the

other, we use data from the Flemish7 Housing Survey 2005 (Woonsurvey)8 . The survey was designed

to actualize data of the external quality of Flemish housing and to assess the needs and preferences

for housing. A sample of 7,770 households was drawn from the National Register, which resulted in a

sample of 5,216 valid interviews. The interview included 310 questions about the profile of the household,

characteristics of the house and neighborhood, housing costs, method of finance, history of housing and

mobility motives. As the households are randomly drawn from the whole Flemish population, they

are not subject to a selection bias, which is an important advantage over data from single mortgage

providers. Data from a single mortgage provider would constrain our study to the financial advice of

the lender, while the Flemish Housing Survey allows us to study the mortgage choices of the whole

population. Mortgage information includes the current interest rate, whether or not this rate is fixed,

sale price of the house and the amount that the household chose to borrow. The survey includes detailed

household characteristics: employment status, disposable income, occupation category, education levels,

age, presence of children in the house and the likelihood of moving. We limit the sample, as we are

only interested in choices by households that are in the early years of mortgage payments. We thus

select households who bought a house since 2001 and examine how their characteristics at the time of

6For the FRM rate we use the average monthly rate of mortgages for house purchases with an initial fixed rate period
longer than 10 years. For the ARM rate we use the rate with an initial fixed rate period equal to 1 year.

7Flanders is the Dutch-speaking northern part of Belgium. The region covers 58% of the Belgian population. Similar
housing surveys from the other regions are not available.

8More information on the survey and results can be found in: Heylen K., Le Roy M., Vanden Broucke S., Vandekerckhove
B. & Winters S. (2007). "Wonen in Vlaanderen; De resultaten van de woonsurvey 2005 en de Uitwendige Woningschouwing
2005," Departement Ruimtelijke Ordening, Woonbeleid en Onroerend Erfgoed, Woonbeleid, Brussel.
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the interview (in 2005 or early 2006) affect their mortgage type in that year. This results in a sample

of 301 households for which all information is available. Whereas a small sample often leaves the null

hypothesis unchallenged, our empirical analysis will be able to answer some important questions. In

future work we plan to include additional housing surveys to increase the sample size. The FRM-ARM

spread is taken from the MIR and Retail Interest Rate survey9 .

To measure the household’s financial constraint we include the yearly mortgage payments as percentage

of income (Y earlyPaymentFAt,jincomet,j
) that household j faces at time t. To allow maximum comparison between

households we compute the yearly mortgage payments given a loan-to-value ratio of 80%, mortgage term

of 20 years, the long-term interest rate (Y FRMt (n)) and the net tax relief the household would receive

in the year of mortgage origination given these mortgage characteristics. Before 2005, the tax deduction

for homeowners was mainly based on capital repayments that were limited to the first 60,910 euros

of the borrowed amount per dwelling in 2004. The limit was higher for households with children, and

increased in accordance with the consumer price index over time. The fiscal advantage was furthermore

limited in function of income and could not exceed 1,870 EUR in 2004. Since 2005, the fiscal advantage

for homeowners is extended to a tax deduction (woonbonus) that includes both interest payments and

capital repayments. The new fiscal advantage limits the tax deduction to 2,490 euros per year per person

in the first ten years, starting in 2005. For the average household the net tax relief more than doubled.

The tax relief is dependent upon the marginal tax rate of the borrower, which is not observed in the

survey. The marginal tax rate had to be computed based on the net income reported by households. The

formula for the yearly mortgage payments is given in equation (2). The variable is divided by income to

obtain a measure of the household’s financial constraint.

Y earlyPaymentFAt,j =
0.8 ∗ housepricej
(1−(1+Y FRMt )−20)

Y FRMt

− netTaxRelieft,j (2)

According to the American literature, households that are likely to move in the near future are more

likely to choose an adjustable rate as they are not subject to most of the interest rate risk due to their

expected early repayment (Brueckner and Follain, 1988). In Belgium, every household has the right to

transfer their mortgage to a new residence. The borrower can choose to keep the existing mortgage terms

if the value of the new house is high enough to serve as security in the mortgage contract. The main

advantage is that the costs are limited as the borrower does not have to take out an entire new mortgage.

On the other hand, the borrower can repay the mortgage and obtain a whole new contract at the time

of the move. This option is attractive when the cost of taking out a whole new mortgage can be covered

by a lower interest rate. The incentive to use an ARM when the household is more likely to move is thus

lower, as the household is able to lock-in a favorable fixed interest rate over the whole mortgage term. In

the USA, portable mortgages are a rarely-used option, as borrowers must have exceptional credit, and

interest rates are typically higher than for standard fixed-rate mortgages. Whereas other studies have

to use a proxy for the likelihood to move (Dhillon, Shilling and Sirmans, 1987; Brueckner and Follain,

1988), the Flemish Housing Survey directly enquires about the borrowers’moving plans. We code the

household as expected to move when the answer to the question "Do you have plans to move?" is "Yes".

Campbell and Cocco (2003) point out that households choose to default when negative income shocks

cause unpleasant reductions in consumption. If the income shock is negatively correlated with the

interest rate shock, the household is more likely to choose the FRM. Unfortunately, it is not possible to

9The RIR survey was a monthly survey among credit institutions undertaken by the National Bank of Belgium, which
ended in 2003. FRM rates for 2001 and 2002 were taken from the RIR survey. ARM rates for 2001 and 2002 were imputed
from a regression of the ARM rate on the short term government bond rate and government bond spread (including
quadratic terms).
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Table 2: Summary statistics

Variables Full sample Below median income Above median income
Higher education (dummy) 0.40 0.22 0.60
Age 33.35 33 33.7
Children living in the house (dummy) 0.51 0.46 0.57
Moving plans (dummy) 0.06 0.04 0.07
Loan-to-value ratio 0.75 0.80 0.70
Borrowers 1.79 1.82 1.74
Spread 1.64 1.63 1.66
Income volatility/income 0.04 0.04 0.03
Y earlyPaymentFAt,j

incomet,j
0.28 0.29 0.28

Note: The table presents descriptive statistics for all variables. Column 2 presents the mean for the full sample.
Columns 3 and 4 present, respectively, mean values for the subsample of households with below and above median
income per working household member.

compute the correlation between income and interest shocks using the cross sectional study. Household

income risk is approximated using a similar approach as in Coulibaly and Li (2009). We create a dummy

variable Dk,m that equals 1 if household member m ∈ {1, 2} can be categorized in occupation category10

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 11}. We regress household income on occupation category dummies per working household
member (Dk,m), age and age squared of the reference person in the household interacted with Dk,m, a

higher education dummy interacted with Dk,m and the sex of the reference person of the household.

income =

11∑
k=1

2∑
m=1

(
γ0,k.Dk,m + γ1,k.Dk,m.age+ γ2,k.Dk,m.age

2 + γ3,k.Dk,m.higher_educationm
)

+γ4.sex+ ε (3)

The standard error of the prediction of equation (3) is then divided by income as a measure of income

risk. Table 2 shows summary statistics of the data for the full sample and for those below and above

median income.

5 Empirical results

In this section we empirically examine how the theoretically expected determinants affect mortgage

decisions over time and between households. We first analyze the role of the FRM premium that lenders

demand, the bond term premium and the initial mortgage spread in the evolution of the ARM share from

2003:01 to 2012:12. Given a fixed distribution of households, the FRM premium that lenders demand

should be the key determinant of variation in the mortgage structure over time. Section 3 furthermore

indicates that the FRM-ARM spread should have a positive effect on the ARM choice, but this effect

should be less strong as it is a combination of the FRM premium that lenders demand and expectations

of future ARM rates. In subsection 5.3 we examine how households choose their mortgage type using

micro-data from the Flemish Housing Survey.

10The categories are laborer, skilled laborer, overman/foreman, lower clerk, middle management clerk, management, gov-
ernment offi cial, middle management (government offi cial), management (government offi cial), self-employed, unemployed.
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5.1 The bond term premium as key theoretical determinant of rational mort-
gage choice

Koijen et al. (2009) derive the optimal mortgage choice within a lifetime utility framework. Within

this framework, households trade off higher expected real consumption against higher variability in real

consumption. With all else equal, households prefer the mortgage that gives them the highest expected

real consumption. When the risk premium on long term bonds is high, the FRM becomes more expensive,

such that the ARM becomes more attractive. The important role of the risk premium was also confirmed

by our own simulations in Section 3. In order to derive the risk premium, note that the government

bond spread can be written as

Yt(n)− Yt(1) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Yt+j−1(1)]− Yt(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pure EH-spread

+ Φt(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Risk premium

(4)

The first term is the spread under the pure expectations hypothesis and equals the average expected

increase in short term rates. The second term is the risk or term premium. If we include the spread

and do not differentiate between both components, we thus observe an errors-in-variables problem with

a downward-biased estimate of the risk premium effect.

In order to disentangle both terms in (4) we jointly model the dynamics of government bond yields and

inflation in a vector error-correction model (VECM). This model will be able to forecast future values of

the short term rate, such that the risk premium can be calculated as a residual value from equation (4).

The VECM takes the form

∆Xt = v + ΠXt−1 +

p−1∑
i=1

Γi∆Xt−1 + εt

where Xt is a k dimensional column vector of k state variables, ν is a k×1 vector of constants, Π and Γi

are k× k matrices of coeffi cients and εt is a vector white noise process. Π contains long-run information

of the data and can be written as Π = αβ′ under the hypothesis of cointegration. α and β are k × r
matrices, where r equals the number of linear combinations of the elements of Xt that are stationary.

The matrix β can be interpreted as a matrix of r cointegrating vectors, while matrix α consists of error-

correction parameters. Ang, Piazzesi and Wei (2006) argue that two yield-curve factors are suffi cient to

model the dynamics of yields. The state vector Xt therefore includes the short term government bond

rate and the 10-year government bond spread. Ang and Piazzesi (2003) show that incorporating both

yield-curve factors and macroeconomic factors are important to capture the dynamics of the yields. As

a macroeconomic variable we include the realized one-year inflation (πt) such that the complete state

vector Xt is equal to

X
′

t =
(
Yt(1) Yt(10)− Yt(1) πt

)
We use a VECM instead of a vector autoregressive model (VAR) as the one year government bond rate

and inflation rate are integrated of order one, or I(1). Two baseline models are used for estimation, we

refer to them as models A and B. The main differences are summarized in Table 3. Model A uses a

sample of monthly data from 1960:01 to 2012:12, but uses an expanding window of the estimation sample.

Therefore we estimate the VECM using a subsample from 1960:01 to 2002:12 and forecast the one-year

government bond rate over the next 10 years, starting from 2003:01. The dynamic forecasts deliver a

measure of the expected average short rate over the next 10 years. We then increase the subsample to

include 2003:01, re-estimate the model, forecast the short rate and calculate the expected average short

rate over the next 10 years starting from 2003:02. The procedure is repeated until we obtain a series
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of the expected average short rate from 2003:01 until 2012:12. Model B estimates the VECM using a

fixed estimation sample from 1999:01 to 2012:12. As monetary policy is conducted independently by the

European Central Bank since 1999, model B can be seen as a robustness check using a recent estimation

sample.

Table 3: Comparison of models A and B

Model A Model B
Estimation sample 1960:01- 2002:12 1999:01-2012:12
Expanding / fixed window? Expanding to 2012:12 Fixed
Lags included 24 12

The Johansen test for cointegration indicates that there exists one cointegration equation with cointe-

gration vector β′ =
(

1 4.28 −0.72 −7.84
)
when the VECM is estimated over the whole sample

period. The coeffi cients refer respectively to the one year government bond rate, the 10-year spread, the

realized one-year inflation rate and a constant. The eigenvalue stability condition is also satisfied given

that all eigenvalues are inside the unit circle except two (which equals the number of I(1) variables). A

graphical representation is given in Figure 4 in the appendix. We therefore assume one cointegration

vector in both model A and B.

As it is now standard practice for adjustable rate mortgages to have a lifetime cap of 3% according to

the National Bank of Belgium (2012) we limit the forecast of future interest rate expectations such that

the absolute deviation from the initial interest rate cannot exceed 3 percentage points. The adjusted

measure of expected changes in interest rates is then equal to the true expectations that households face.

In Belgium, the lender is unable to change the ARM rate at its own discretion during the contract. The

ARM rates are linked to a reference index, which is computed from the government bond rates. The

expected increase in the government bond rate is thus exactly equal to the expected increase in ARM

rate such that:

1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Y
ARM
t+j−1(1)]− Y ARMt (1) =

1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Yt+j−1(1)]− Yt(1)

We are now able to calculate the risk premium (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) as a residual value from equation (4)

in the bond market and the premium that is present in the FRM-ARM differential (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) as

a residual value from equation (5):

ΦFRM−ARMt (n) = Y FRMt (n)− Y ARMt (1)−

 1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Y
ARM
t+j−1(1)]− Y ARMt (1)

 (5)

= Y FRMt (n)− 1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Y
ARM
t+j−1(1)] (6)

As lenders might demand an additional premium, ΦFRM−ARMt (n) may better capture the true cost of

the FRM contract that borrowers face. If we rewrite ΦFRM−ARMt (n) as in equation (6), we can see that

it is equal to the FRM-ARM interest spread adjusted for expected changes in the ARM rate. If borrowers

are not myopic and attach value to future ARM rates, ΦFRM−ARMt (n) should have a higher explanatory

power of the variation in the ARM share than the FRM-ARM interest spread. The estimated measures

of Φt(n) and ΦFRM−ARMt (n) are graphically represented over time in Figure 2. We can see that risk

premia fell until the eruption of the recent financial crisis, followed by an increase in risk premia.
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Figure 2: Risk premium
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Note: This figure shows (a) the bond risk premium and (b) the FRM premium that lenders demand. Both
measures are calculated for models A and B.

Now that we have a measure for the risk premium, we can examine its role upon the variability of the

ARM share in Belgium. The results of a regression with the ARM share as dependent variable and

the risk premium (where n equals 10 years) as regressor are shown in Table 4. A 1 percentage point

increase in the risk premium (Φt(n)) increases the ARM share by 15 percentage points, according to

model A. A 1 standard deviation increase in the risk premium increases the ARM share by 8 percentage

points. The predictive power of the risk premium is furthermore unsatisfactory. The R-squared of 17%

and 14% teaches us that the explanatory value of the risk premium alone is relatively small. Koijen

et al. (2009) report stronger sensitivities of a 1 standard deviation increase in risk premia and higher

explanatory power in the USA. The FRM premium that lenders demand (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) has a smaller

effect according to model A: a 1 standard deviation increase in ΦFRM−ARMt (n) increases the ARM share

by 6.75 percentage points. According to model B the effect is more important: a 1 standard deviation

increase in ΦFRM−ARMt (n) increases the ARM share by 18.31 percentage points according to model

B. The R-squared increases to 39%, such that a larger part of the variation in the ARM share can be

attributed to variation in ΦFRM−ARMt (n). In Section 5.2 we examine other factors that could explain

the variation in the ARM share.

If ΦFRM−ARMt (n) is mean-reverting, the borrower can temporarily choose the ARM when risk premia

are high in order to repay the entire loan and choose an FRM when risk premia have reverted. If the

variation in ΦFRM−ARMt (n) is high enough to cover the cost of taking out an entirely new mortgage, this

can be a profitable strategy11 . Whether or not households employ this strategy is an empirical question.

If they do, a decrease in ΦFRM−ARMt (n) will, ceteris paribus, cause an increase in refinance volumes.

Table 12 in the appendix presents regression results with the volume of refinances as dependent variable

and ΦFRM−ARMt (n) as explanatory variable. We thus expect a significant negative effect if borrowers

exploit this strategy. The estimated coeffi cient of the FRM-ARM premium is, however, positive in all

specifications. Borrowers thus do not temporarily choose the ARM when risk premia are high in order

to refinance and obtain a FRM when ΦFRM−ARMt (n) decreased.

We provide robustness checks in the appendix. Hjalmarsson and Österholm (2007) argue that there is

little a priori reason to believe that interest rates and inflation rates have an exact unit root. Conventional

11The authors would like to thank Viggo Nordvik for this suggestion.
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unit root tests have very limited power to distinguish a unit root from a near-integrated process. The

authors argue that the risk of concluding that completely unrelated near-integrated series are cointegrated

cannot be ignored, such that the VECM specification becomes inappropriate. We therefore frame the

state variables in a VAR framework to check the structural validity. Our findings are robust to all

different specifications.
Table 4: The ARM share and the risk premium

Variables Model A Model B
Constant -0.02 0.20 *** 0.12 0.03

(0.04) (0.04) (0.09) (0.04)
FRM-ARM Risk premium (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) 8.51 ** 14.33 ***

(3.33) (2.92)
Risk premium (Φt(n)) 15.27 * 5.76

(9.21) (3.65)
R2 0.17 0.12 0.14 0.39
State vector (Xt)

(
Yt(1) Yt(10)−Yt(1) πt

)
VAR / VECM VECM
Lags 24 12
Estimation sample of risk premia 1960:1 - 2012:12 (E) 1999:1-2012:12 (F)

Note: This table represents the estimation results from 2003:01 to 2012:12 of the ARM share regressed on the
risk premium (for n = 10 years) estimated from two models (A and B). Model A is estimated with a sample from
1960:01 to 2002:12 that expands to 2012:12. Model B uses a fixed estimation sample from 1999:01 to 2012:12.
(E) and (F) indicate respectively whether an expanding or fixed sample was used for the estimation. The share
of ARMs is defined as the mortgages with an initial fixed rate period smaller than 10 years as a percentage of all
new mortgages. The state vector of the VECM includes the short term government bond, 10-year government
bond spread and inflation. The VECM is then able to dynamically forecast the short rate, which is used to
calculate the risk premium as a residual value from (4) and (5). Newey-West standard errors are reported in
parentheses (12 lags). *, **, *** refer respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01

5.2 The role of initial mortgage payments in the rise and fall of the ARM
share

We have shown that changes in the risk premium are insuffi cient to explain the variation in the ARM

share in Belgium. Theoretical work by Alm-Follain (1987) and Brueckner (1986) suggests that households

should respond to the spread between FRM and ARM rates. A higher spread increases the current cost

of the FRM, but also the expected future ARM rates. Brueckner (1986) indicates that the former effect

is likely to dominate such that more households would prefer ARMs. Our own simulations confirm these

expectations for the Belgian market: a higher spread due to an expected increase in short term interest

rates increases the FRM rate and the expected future cost of the ARM, but allows the household to

smooth consumption as he will make larger payments when income has grown. The overall effect is that

we can expect an increase in the ARM share. The FRM-ARM interest spread is, however, a combination

of ΦFRM−ARMt (n) and the expected increase in ARM rates. The responsiveness of the ARM share to

the FRM-ARM spread should thus be smaller than the effect of ΦFRM−ARMt (n) on the ARM share,

as the latter only has a cost effect. Column (1) in Table 5 presents regression results for the share of

adjustable rate mortgages as dependent variable and the FRM-ARM spread as regressor. The FRM-

ARM rate spread is highly positively correlated (0.89) to the share of adjustable rate mortgages over

the period 2003:01 to 2012:12. A higher spread thus increases the demand for adjustable rate mortgages.

A 1 percentage point increase in the FRM-ARM spread causes an increase in the ARM share of 26

percentage points. Berkovec, Kogut and Nothaft (2001) report a similar long-run effect of a change in

the FRM-ARM spread on the ARM share of +30 percentage points in the USA. The predicted ARM

share with regression (1) is shown in Figure 3 [Predicted (1)]. The series tracks the evolution of the
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actual ARM share remarkably closely.

Table 5: ARM share predicted by FRM-ARM spread, FRM rate and government bond spread

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
Constant 0.13 *** 0.15 *** 0.11 *** 0.08 ***

(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)
FRM-ARM spread 26.06 *** 28.38 *** 27.77 *** 26.84 ***

(3.27) (3.98) (3.79) (3.04)
Yield spread -2.24

(1.65)
1
n

∑n
j=1 Et[Y

ARM
t+j−1(1)]−Y ARMt (1) -2.53 -3.28 *

(1.82) (1.79)
R2 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.81
Risk premium model? A B

Note: This table presents the estimation results from 2003:01 to 2012:12 of the ARM share regressed on the
FRM-ARM interest spread in combination with interest expectations from the yield spread or ARM forecasts
estimated from two models (A and B). Model A is estimated with a sample from 1960:01 to 2002:12 that expands
to 2012:12. Model B uses a fixed estimation sample from 1999:01 to 2012:12. The state vector of the VECM
includes the short term government bond, 10-year government bond spread and inflation. The VECM is then
able to dynamically forecast the short rate. The share of ARMs is defined as the mortgages with an initial fixed
rate period smaller than 10 years as a percentage of all new mortgages. Newey-West standard errors are reported
in parentheses (12 lags). *, **, *** refer respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01

Regressions (2), (3) and (4) in Table 5 include the government bond spread and our estimated change

in ARM rates from the VECM of models A and B. The coeffi cient of yield curve in (2) is negative, but

insignificant. We are thus unable to reject that the responsiveness of the ARM share to changes in the

yield curve is statistically different from zero. A remarkable difference is the effect of a change in the

government bond spread between the USA and our data. Berkovec, Kogut and Nothaft (2001) found

that a 1 percentage point increase causes a 13.33 percentage point decrease in the ARM share. The same

increase in the government bond spread in Belgium would only cause the ARM share to decrease by

2.24 percentage points (although this is not significant). Borrowers in the USA are thus six times more

responsive to the slope of the yield curve. A possible explanation could be that the government bond

spread is not a good measure of the interest expectations that households face. The Belgian Mortgage

Credit Act requires the use of a lifetime cap over the whole mortgage duration12 , which often takes the

form of maximum changes of 3 percentage points, according to the National Bank of Belgium (2012).

Mortgages in the USA may also have interest rate caps and life-of-loan rate caps are also obligated

by law, but an increase in interest rate above the cap might carry over to future periods13 and life-

of-loan rate caps are generally higher than 3%. The carry over property and higher life-of-loan rate

caps can explain why borrowers in the USA are more responsive to changes in the government bond

spread. The interest rate cap in Belgium can lead to an errors-in-variables problem in the yield spread

such that the estimated coeffi cient is biased towards zero. We therefore include the estimated change in

ARM rates from the VECM of models A and B. As the variable is constructed such that the absolute

difference between the ARM rate and every forecast of the ARM rate cannot exceed 3%, it is equal to

the true expectations that households have. The estimated coeffi cients in (3) and (4) have indeed larger

negative values, but only the interest expectation in (4) is statistically significant. Whereas the estimated

coeffi cient in (4) is statistically significant, Figure 3 shows that its economic significance is small. An

increase in 1
n

∑n
j=1Et[Y

ARM
t+j−1(1)]− Y ARMt (1) of 1 standard deviation decreases the ARM share by only

2.31 percentage points. Given the important role of the FRM-ARM spread in the choice of mortgage

type, we choose to include it as a main pricing variable in our micro data analysis using the Flemish

12See article 9, §1, 8◦ of the Belgian Mortgage Credit Act (Wet Hypothecair Krediet)
13See the Consumer Handbook on Adjustable-Rate Mortgages (2007), published by the Federal Reserve Board.
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Housing Survey in Section 5.3.

Bacon and Moffatt (2012) argue that factors that influence demand might at the same time influence

the supply through the price that lenders demand. An increase in expected interest rates might, ceteris

paribus, increase demand for the FRM. However, as lenders will increase the price of the FRM, the overall

effect is ambiguous, and depends on the strength of both effects. To obtain consistent estimates of the

exact responsiveness of demand to changes in the FRM-ARM interest spread and expected changes

in interest rates we need to use the method of instrumental variables (IV). Two-stage least squares

estimation results are presented in Table 11 in the appendix. The results do not change our conclusion.

Figure 3: Actual and predicted share of ARM mortgages
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Note: The figure shows the actual share of mortgages with an initial period of interest rate fixation smaller than
10 years (black line) from 2003:01 to 2012:12. The broken lines present the fitted values of regression (1) and (4)
in Table 5.

Given the data and the current time period, all results seem to suggest that Belgian households could

be making mortgage choices that are not optimal, as they attach too much weight to initial mortgage

payments. To summarize: the results show that 1) The ARM share is more responsive to changes

in the FRM-ARM spread than to changes in the risk premium; a remarkable result that contradicts

the theoretical expectations from Section 3. 2) The explanatory power of the FRM-ARM spread is

furthermore much higher than the predictive power of the FRM premium that lenders demand. 3) The
economic significance of interest rate expectations is small.

5.3 Who chooses the ARM?

In this section we examine how household characteristics influence mortgage choices. A comparison with

the theoretical expectations of optimal mortgage choice in Section 3 allows us to conclude whether or

not households make optimal decisions. We estimate a binary logit model where the dependent variable

equals 1 if the household has an ARM. Empirical results are presented in Table 6. The first column

presents the results for the full sample. The FRM-ARM spread is not found to be a statistically significant

determinant of mortgage choice14 . A possible explanation can be found in an errors-in-variables problem,
14The risk premium, FRM rate and yield curve are not included, as earlier results indicate that their economic significance

is small.
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as the FRM-ARM spread had to be approximated using the average spread in the year of house purchase

according to the MIR and RIR surveys. The estimated coeffi cients of the borrower characteristics indicate

that borrowers with higher education are more likely to choose a mortgage with an adjustable interest

rate. Households with better long-term career perspectives thus prefer mortgages with variable interest

rates, according to theory, as they can handle an unexpected increase in interest rates. The loan-to-value

ratio indicates that borrowers who are more financially-constrained (in terms of lower down payments)

are more likely to choose a variable interest rate. Conditional upon the other variables, a higher loan-to-

value ratio demands higher mortgage payments as the loan amount is higher. The result that mortgages

with, ceteris paribus, higher mortgage payments are more likely to be adjustable rate mortgages is not

in accordance with the theoretical predictions. Yearly mortgage payments as percentage of household

income, on the other hand, are not a significant determinant of mortgage choice in the full sample.

Borrowers who are more likely to move in the near future are not more likely to choose an adjustable

rate mortgage. This is in accordance with our theoretical expectations, as all mortgages are portable to

the new residence by law. The borrower can thus lock-in favorable long term interest rates. Age, income

volatility and whether or not children are living in the house do not seem to influence mortgage choice.

Table 6: Logit estimation results

Variables (1) (2) (3)
FRM-ARM spread 0.614 0.670 0.753

(0.457) (0.691) (0.673)
Higher education (dummy) 0.530** 0.408 0.846**

(0.261) (0.430) (0.390)
Mortgage payment to income -0.934 0.714 -4.884***

(0.901) (1.132) (1.883)
Loan-to-value ratio 1.574** 2.049** 0.970

(0.614) (0.860) (0.904)
Income volatility / income 5.152 0.792 14.82

(7.131) (7.775) (13.53)
Moving plans (dummy) -0.891 -0.306 -1.732**

(0.603) (0.839) (0.827)
Age -0.00889 -0.0152 0.00791

(0.0170) (0.0227) (0.0273)
Children in the house (dummy) 0.118 -0.108 0.420

(0.259) (0.368) (0.378)
Constant -1.713* -2.062 -1.545

(0.976) (1.388) (1.398)
Observations 301 150 151

Note: This table presents logit estimation results where the dependent variable equals 1 if the household has
an ARM. Mortgage payment to income refers to Y earlyPaymentFAt,j/incomet,j defined in section 4. Income
volatility equals the standard error of the prediction of equation (3). Robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses. *, **, *** refer respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01

Following the work of Schwartz (2009) and Bergstresser and Beshears (2010) we divide the sample into

two segments: a below median income (column 2) and an above median income segment (column 3).15

In the below median income segment, 48% of the households say that they are unable to save money.

In the above median income segment, only 28% of the households are unable to save. The division into

two segments thus allows a comparison of the determinants of mortgage choice between the wealthy

and financially constrained households. A comparison reveals that the statistically significant coeffi cient

of LTV in the full sample is mainly driven by low income households. While financially constrained

households in the lower income segment should not prefer a mortgage whose monthly payments can

15We use income per working household parent to split the sample. We do this to ensure that single borrowers are not
necessarily in the low income group.
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fluctuate, lower income households with higher loan-to-value ratios prefer adjustable rate mortgages

against theoretical expectations. The high income households, on the other hand, behave according

to our a priori expectations as shown in column 3. Households whose income is lower relative to the

required mortgage payments — in terms of yearly mortgage payments for a mortgage term of 20 years

as percentage of household income —prefer a fixed interest rate conditional upon the other variables.

The empirical finding from the full sample that higher educated households are more likely to choose an

adjustable rate mortgage is entirely driven by the high income segment.

Table 7: Logit estimation results (term included)

Variables (1) (2) (3)
FRM-ARM spread 0.508 0.622 0.621

(0.469) (0.704) (0.717)
Higher education (dummy) 0.598** 0.498 1.011**

(0.262) (0.437) (0.413)
Mortgage payment to income -1.324 0.558 -6.447***

(0.991) (1.073) (1.963)
LTV 0.817 1.452 -0.217

(0.672) (0.927) (1.079)
Term 0.0938*** 0.0750 0.153***

(0.0336) (0.0489) (0.0580)
Income volatility / income 2.994 -1.783 14.62

(7.122) (7.657) (14.17)
Moving plans (dummy) -0.761 -0.454 -1.236

(0.602) (0.834) (0.833)
Age 0.00718 -0.00423 0.0446

(0.0177) (0.0233) (0.0314)
Children in the house (dummy) 0.0253 -0.213 0.298

(0.262) (0.378) (0.387)
Constant -3.226*** -3.241** -4.341**

(1.101) (1.555) (1.855)
Observations 301 150 151

Note: This table presents logit estimation results where the dependent variable equals 1 if the household has
an ARM. Mortgage payment to income refers to Y earlyPaymentFAt,j/incomet,j defined in section 4. Income
volatility equals the standard error of the prediction of equation (3). Robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses. *, **, *** refer respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01

Campbell (2013) argues that borrowers who are currently borrowing-constrained tend to prefer ARMs.

With an upward-sloping yield curve, the FRM rate may be too expensive during the initial payments such

that the lender is unwilling to provide this mortgage. Johnson and Li (2011) find evidence that ARM

borrowers in the USA are currently borrowing-constrained. The authors show that ARM borrowers are

more likely to be turned down for credit than FRM borrowers. The Flemish Housing Survey directly asks

whether or not the mortgage provider granted the loan smoothly. From the FRM and ARM borrowers,

respectively 96% and 97% answered they were easily granted credit. Flemish ARM borrowers thus do

not report being borrowing constrained. An explanation can be found in the possibility to lengthen the

maturity of the mortgage. If the household fears having a repayment-to-income ratio that is too high, it

can take a mortgage with a longer term to lower the monthly payments.

The risk premium that lenders demand for the FRM has a more substantial role as the mortgage term

becomes longer. Fixed rate mortgages with longer terms are thus more subject to risk premia in the bond

market. We therefore include the mortgage term as control variable. The results of the logit estimations

in Table 7 indicate that people who borrow on longer terms are more likely to choose adjustable rate

mortgages. The statistically significant coeffi cient of LTV in the lower income segment disappeared,

indicating that financially-constrained households borrow on longer terms in order to decrease initial
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mortgage payments. Scanlon, Lunde and Whitehead (2008) argue that, as borrowers choose mortgages

with longer terms, they are exposed to interest-rate and other economic shocks for a longer time period,

which could make the housing finance system more fragile.

6 Estimation of the underlying rational choice model

In this section we evaluate the degree of inappropriate contracts, and whether or not we are able to

recover an underlying rational choice model. We therefore use the modified maximum likelihood estimator

proposed by Hausman, Abrevaya and Scott-Morton (1998). The estimation technique is a solution for

the inconsistent parameter estimates of the logit or probit model when the binary dependent variable is

recorded in the wrong category. Leece (2000) uses the statistical approach of Hausman et al. (1998) to

study the inappropriate sales of endowment mortgages in the UK. The author describes three degrees

of ‘misselling’: incidental, systematic and pathological. With incidental ‘misselling’the influence on the

parameter estimation can be significant but is small-scale. Systematic ‘misselling’has a larger impact,

but the underlying rational choice model is recoverable. When the estimation procedure that allows

for inappropriate choices cannot rationalize economic behavior, ‘misselling’becomes pathological. The

author is unable to recover a rational choice model in case of the sales of endowment mortgages in the

UK and concludes that the ‘misselling’is ‘pathological’.

We use a similar approach as Leece (2000) and Hausman et al. (1998). Let yj denote the observed binary

dependent variable of household j (j ∈ (1, ..., J)) that equals 1 if the observed contract type is an ARM,

and FRM otherwise. The probability that a borrower inappropriately chose the ARM while the FRM

would be the optimal contract is given by a0. Let F (.) be the cumulative distribution function of the

i.i.d. error disturbance. xj denotes the vector of independent variables and b the vector of parameters of

interest. We maximize the log-likelihood function in equation (7) over b conditional on the probability

that the FRM-optimal borrower makes the inappropriate ARM choice (a0)

L = J−1
J∑
j=1

{yj ln
(
a0 + (1− a0)F

(
x
′

jb
))

(7)

+ (1− yj) ln
(

1− a0 − (1− a0)F
(
x
′

jb
))
}

We thus assume that borrowers knew their mortgage terms and did not misreport them to the Flemish

Housing Survey. If they misreported whether or not the interest rate could change over time, this could

result in a high amount of misclassification that is not necessarily due to inappropriate choices. Bucks and

Pence (2008), however, provide evidence that most borrowers (in the USA) know their basic mortgage

terms (ARM vs. FRM, maturity). The main problem according to them is that ARM borrowers do not

know other characteristics of their contract, such as the degree that their interest rate can change. The

participants of the Flemish Housing Survey were furthermore questioned by trained professionals who

could always use the "don’t know" option in cases where the households did not know their contract

type. We therefore expect that the degree of misclassification is not influenced by incorrect classification

of the dependent variable, but by irrational choices that hide the estimation of the underlying rational

choice model.

Table 8 reports results of the probit estimation conditional on different degrees of misclassification (a0).
If a0 = 0, the coeffi cient of the repayment-to-income ratio is only slightly negative and the loan-to-value is

positive. Both parameter estimates are, however, not significant. When the probability of inappropriate

ARM choices (a0) increases, the coeffi cient of the repayment-to-income ratio becomes more negative and
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statistically significant when a0 equals 40% or 50%. The coeffi cient for the loan-to-value ratio decreases

when a0 becomes larger than 30%. It even takes the theoretically expected negative sign for a0 = 50%

but remains statistically insignificant.

Table 8: Estimation of the underlying rational choice

Misclassification (a0) 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
Mortgage payment to income -0.75 -0.95 -1.52 -3.24 -6.79 * -10.79 *

(0.50) (0.70) (1.67) (2.24) (3.97) (5.79)
Loan-to-value ratio 0.38 0.46 0.51 0.39 0.06 -0.28

(0.38) (0.45) (0.60) (0.77) (1.21) (1.44)
Maturity 0.05 *** 0.06 *** 0.07 *** 0.08 ** 0.10 ** 0.11 **

(0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04)
Constant -1.19 *** -1.46 *** -1.70 ** -1.70 * -1.37 -1.05

(0.41) (0.49) (0.74) (0.87) (1.32) (1.68)
Note: This table presents logit estimation results where the dependent variable equals 1 if the household has
an ARM. Mortgage payment to income refers to Y earlyPaymentFAt,j/incomet,j defined in section 4. Robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **, *** refer respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and
0.01

When we increase the probability that an optimal FRM-borrower inappropriately chooses the ARM, the

estimated preferences are better characterized by rational economic behavior. The results thus confirm

our previous results that systematic inappropriate mortgage choices might be an important issue. An

issue that arises is the possibility of the misselling of mortgages by financial intermediaries. While

borrowers make the complex mortgage choice only a few times in their lives, financial intermediaries

have an informational advantage in the financial markets16 . The mortgage provider might not inform

the client that a higher FRM-ARM spread may not be the result of a cheaper ARM, but instead due to

higher expected future ARM rates. If the bank does not want to take this interest rate risk, they can

easily pass it on to the uninformed borrower. Responses to questions in the Flemish Housing Survey do

indeed suggest that borrowers are likely to be uninformed: only 40% of the borrowers in our sample were

aware that the Flemish government offers a free insurance that provides an allowance when the borrower

loses their income due to involuntary unemployment. The households in the lowest 25 percent of income

per working household member are even less informed: only 31% knows that the free insurance exists.

7 Conclusion

One of the most important financial decisions a household has to make is the choice of mortgage contract

to finance their home purchase. As mortgage-shoppers make this decision only a few times in their lives,

they are likely not well informed, leading to suboptimal financial choices. We therefore empirically

examine the choice between adjustable and fixed rate mortgages in Flanders (Belgium). We use monthly

data from the Monetary Financial Institutions Interest Rate survey and the Professional Association of

Credit Providers to examine the evolution of the ARM share from 2003:01 to 2012:12. The structure of the

mortgage market in Belgium shows a remarkably large variation during the last decade in comparison

to other countries. The country is furthermore the sole Member State of the EU where variability in

interest rates is limited by law.

We theoretically examine optimal mortgage choice in a similar framework as Campbell and Cocco (2003).

We simulate a whole range of interest paths. For each of these paths we simulate 50 paths of real

disposable income. Thereafter, we study how a change in certain parameters affect the difference in

expected lifetime utility between FRM and ARMs. The results indicate that changes in the risk premium,
16Bolton, Freixas and Shapiro (2007) studied similar situations of conflicts of interest with information provision.
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FRM-ARM spread, real disposable income and expected income growth have a positive effect on ARM

choice. The standard deviation of income shocks, loan amount and coeffi cient of relative risk aversion

are however negatively related to choosing an ARM.

Recent contributions to the theoretical literature (Koijen et al., 2009) and our own simulations argue that

variation in the bond term premium should be the key theoretical determinant of variation in the ARM

share over time. The term premium reflects the extra yield risk averse lenders demand for holding the

riskier long term bonds. In order to examine whether or not households make close-to-optimal decisions,

we thus differentiate between this risk premium and the expected change in ARM rates. The results

indicate that the risk premium explains almost no variation in the mortgage structure. Households in

Belgium could thus be making mortgage choices that are far from optimal.

As the risk premium does not appear to be the main driver in the rise and fall of the ARM, we elaborate on

the financial decision households actually make. The results indicate that the FRM-ARM spread explains

almost 80% of the variation in the ARM share from 2003:01 to 2012:12. The economic importance of the

government bond spread is small. A possible explanation can be found in the legally-obliged interest rate

caps. As borrowers are protected from large shifts in interest rates, the government bond spread does

not capture their true interest rate expectations which leads to a coeffi cient that is biased towards zero.

We compute an adjusted measure of expected changes in interest rates that limits the maximum changes

to 3%. The results however indicate that its statistical and economic significance is small. Belgian

households thus base their decision on the level of initial mortgage payments, and give only limited

importance to future increases in interest rates.

We study the determinants of households that would lead them to prefer the adjustable over the fixed

rate mortgage in the Flemish region of Belgium. We use data from the Flemish Housing Survey (2005),

as it contains detailed microdata on the household level. Remarkably, we find evidence that high income

and low income households choose the ARM for different reasons. High income households choose the

ARM if they can afford it due to a higher income or higher education. Low income households choose the

ARM if they are financially constrained in terms of a higher loan-to-value ratio. The financial constraint

obliges them to borrow over longer terms, such that the premium of the FRM becomes too expensive.

Finally, we examine the degree of inappropriate contracts and whether or not we are able to recover an

underlying rational choice model. We therefore use the method from Hausman et al. (1998) that allows

consistent estimation when there is a probability that the dependent variable is recorded in the wrong

category. The results indicate that the underlying preferences become closer to rational behavior for

high degrees of misclassification (40% or higher).
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8 Appendix

8.1 Theoretical model

This appendix describes the assumptions for the inflation, interest and labor income processes that are

used for simulation. Assume that expected inflation follows an AR(1) process such that

πt = µ+ φπt−1 + εt

where εt equals a white noise shock with mean 0 and standard deviation σε. As in Campbell and Cocco

(2003) we assume that the expected inflation from t to t + 1 is equal to realized inflation. We estimate

the autoregressive parameter of the one year lagged inflation (φ) and the standard deviation of the error

term (σε) using monthly inflation data from 1960:01 to 2012:12. To obtain real interest rates we subtract

inflation from the one year nominal government bond yields (Yt(n)). We then regress the real interest

rate (Rt(1)) on a constant. The estimate delivers the standard deviation (σψ) of the real rate error term

(ψt) and the average real rate (R̄).

The nominal yield on a one-period bond (Yt(n)) equals

Yt(n) = Rt(1) + πt

= R̄+ ψt + πt

Log real disposable income (lt = log(Lt)) is assumed to grow at a constant growth rate gL. ζt is a white

noise shock with standard deviation σζ .

lt = lt−1 + gL + ζt

Throughout the analysis we assume that the ARM rate is equal to the 1-year government bond rate

Y ARMt (n) = Yt(n). If we would introduce caps for the possible changes in interest rates, lenders would

demand a higher ARM rate to ensure that the net present value of the ARM payments does not change.

It would change the relative attractiveness of the ARM relative to the FRM as they become closer

substitutes, but the theoretical expectations from Table 1 will remain the same. All estimated or assumed

parameters are summarized in Table 9.

Table 9: Parameter values

Description Parameter Value
Average real interest rate r̄ 2.31%
Standard deviation of real interest shock σψ 3.02%
Autoregressive parameter of inflation φ 0.74
Standard deviation of inflation shock σε 1.89%
Average inflation rate µ 1.01%
Growth rate of real disposable income gL 1.5%
Standard deviation of real disposable income shock σζ 2%
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8.2 Robustness checks for risk premia

Table 10: The ARM share and the risk premium: robustness checks

Variables C.1 C.2 D.1 D.2
Constant 0.26 *** 0.38 *** 0.10 -0.10

(0.06) (0.10) (0.13) (0.07)
FRM-ARM risk premium (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) 11.22 ** 22.40 ***

(5.09) (4.16)
Risk premium (Φt(n)) 16.68* 6.52

(10.87) (5.46)
R2 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.42
State vector (Xt)

(
Yt(1) Yt(10) πt

) (
Yt(1) Yt(10)−Yt(1) πt

)
VAR / VECM VAR VECM
Lags Xt−12,Xt−24 6
Estimation sample of risk premia 1960:01-2012:12 (E) 1999:01-2012:12 (F)

Note: This table represents the estimation results from 2003:01 to 2012:12 of the ARM share regressed on the
risk premium (for n = 10 years) estimated from two models (C and D). Model C is estimated with a sample from
1960:01 to 2002:12 that expands to 2012:12. Model D uses a fixed estimation sample from 1999:01 to 2012:12.
(E) and (F) indicate respectively whether an expanding or fixed sample was used for the estimation. The share
of ARMs is defined as the mortgages with an initial fixed rate period smaller than 10 years as percentage of all
new mortgages. The state vector of the VAR in model C includes the short term rate, 10-year government bond
rate and inflation. The state vector of the VECM in model D includes the short term government bond, 10-year
government bond spread and inflation. The models are then able to dynamically forecast the short rate, which is
used to calculate the risk premium as a residual value. Newey-West standard errors are reported in parentheses
(12 lags). *, **, *** refer respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01
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8.3 Roots of the companion matrix

Figure 4: Roots of the companion matrix
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8.4 Instrumental variables estimator

In Section 5.2 we indicated the need for an exogenous instrument to estimate the true demand effect due

to changes in the FRM-ARM spread. A reliable instrument is a variable which affects the FRM-ARM

choice only through the price that lenders set. Note that the FRM-ARM interest spread can be written

as:

Y FRMt (n)− Y ARMt (1) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Y
ARM
t+j−1(1)]− Y ARMt (1) + ΦFRM−ARMt (n)

=
1

n

n∑
j=1

Et[Y
ARM
t+j−1(1)]− Y ARMt (1) + Φt(n) + et

The last equality follows from ΦFRM−ARMt (n) = Φt(n) + et: the premium that lenders demand is equal

to the term premium plus an additional premium (et) that depends on the lender’s preferences for long-

term debt. As the term premium (Φt) only affects the FRM-ARM choice through the premium that

lenders demand (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)), we are confident that it is a valid instrument. We therefore estimate

the regressions of Table 5 via two-stage least squares (2SLS) using the term premium as instrument for

the FRM-ARM interest spread. Results are presented in Table 11. The instrument is rather weak in

equations (1a), (1b) and (2a) according to the robust Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F-statistic. In regression

(2b) the null hypothesis of a weak instrument is rejected. The results do not alter our conclusion.

Table 11: 2SLS estimation results

Variables (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b)
Constant 0.15 *** 0.12 *** 0.14 *** 0.12 ***

(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03)
FRM-ARM spread 38.02 ** 26.35 *** 11.43 22.89 ***

(19.19) (5.98) 13.84 (3.02)
Yield spread -6.15 4.63

(7.24) (7.28)
1
n

∑n
j=1 Et[Y

ARM
t+j−1(1)]−Y ARMt (1) -1.98 -2.42

(2.66) (1.78)
R2 0.74 0.81 0.61 0.79
Weak identification test (F-stat): 0.45 4.135 1.689 15.575
Risk premium model? A B

Note: This table represents the 2SLS estimation results from 2003:01 to 2012:12 of the ARM share regressed on
the FRM-ARM interest spread in combination with interest expectations from the yield spread or ARM forecasts
estimated from two models (A and B). Model A is estimated with a sample from 1960:01 to 2002:12 that expands
to 2012:12. Model B uses a fixed estimation sample from 1999:01 to 2012:12. The state vector of the VECM
includes the short term government bond, 10-year government bond spread and inflation. The VECM is then
able to dynamically forecast the short rate. The share of ARMs is defined as the mortgages with an initial fixed
rate period smaller than 10 years as percentage of all new mortgages. FRM-ARM interest spread is instrumented
with the bond risk premium. Newey-West standard errors are reported in parentheses (12 lags). *, **, *** refer
respectively to p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01
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8.5 ARM as option for the FRM

Table 12 presents regression results with the volume of refinances as dependent variable and ΦFRM−ARMt (n)

as explanatory variable. The results teach us that the amount of refinances does not increase when

ΦFRM−ARMt (n) decreases. Borrowers thus do not seem to temporarily choose the ARM when risk pre-

mia are high in order to repay the entire loan and choose an FRM when risk premia have reverted.

Table 12: Refinance volume explained by risk premium and FRM rate

Variables (1a) (1b) (2a) (2b)
Constant 254.79 964.76 *** 174.41 *** 876.66 ***

(50.61) (148.62) (42.51) (130.74)
FRM-ARM risk premium (ΦFRM−ARMt (n)) -785.49 1591.94 2925.60 ** 1633.92

(3107.66) (2676.80) (1372.58) (1235.32)
FRM rate (Y FRMt (n)) -15252.96 *** -13780.74 ***

(2676.80) (2684)
2005-2012 dummy -67.05 -144.29 *** -40.53 -132.35 ***

(46.06) (33.02) (42.53) (35.40)
R2 0.07 0.45 0.13 0.46
Risk premium model? A B

Note: This table represents the estimation results from 2003:01 to 2012:12 of the refinance volumes as dependent
variable on the FRM premium that lenders demand (ΦFRM−ARM

t (n)) and the FRM rate. We set n equal to 10
years. We also include a dummy for the period since 2005 as the refinance volumes only include external refinances
since 2005. Newey-West standard errors are reported in parentheses (12 lags). *, **, *** refer respectively to
p-values lower than 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01
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